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A New York Situations bestseller featuring 150 all new, Entire30-compliant recipes—is packed dishes
designed to get you out from the kitchen fast, so you can enjoy all the benefits of your
Whole30-inspired lifestyle. This follow-up to the best-selling The Entire30 Cookbook with delicious,
compliant, fast, and easy recipes.all without headaches to prepare Millions of people possess
transformed their lives with Whole30, however co-creator Melissa Hartwig wants to produce it even
easier to achieve Whole30 achievement—The Whole30 Without headaches Cookbook features:
Recipes ideal for weeknight cooking, lunches in a rush, and hearty breakfasts that still get you out
the entranceway on timeNearly effortless skillet meals, stir-fries, sheet-pan suppers, and slow-cook
and no-cook meals, most of which can be manufactured in thirty minutes or lessCreative, delicious
meals using widely-available ingredients within any supermarketMelissa's favorite kitchen hacks,
made to save money and time while maximizing flavor Whether you’re doing all your first Whole30
or your fifth, or simply looking for a few healthy, fast, and easy dishes to try, this collection is a
must-have for just about any kitchen.
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Love the new layout This cookbook is a game changer. For quite a while, I've been thinking how
exactly to economically nourish my whole family (7 folks) with meals that people can ALL eat (AND
not spend a lot of time in the kitchen). The quality recipes are easy and straightforward. You don’t
have to an Iron Chef to get them correct. They don’t require super exotic substances, and so long
as your pantry is fairly Paleo-centric, you almost certainly have a lot of stuff readily available,
currently(almond flour, coconut aminos, ghee, etc...). Perfect for any healthy cooking foodie I love to
cook flavorful meals from the very best ingredients available, and this publication allows me to do
just that. Way too many salad/ asian dishes I did 3 rounds of Whole30 last year and started my
4th round about January 1st, therefore i am not a Whole30 newbie.Only a quick phrase for my
fellow halal and kosher cooks, generally there are a number of pork based recipes in here. I usually
just sub out the pork for an identical cut of poultry and it works out great! I'd only note that cooking
times are a bit off - careful not to dry your meat / poultry, keep a thermometer nearby if you’re
uncertain when to remove from temperature..-Serving sizes are very much smaller than I'm used to
eating. Who understood? I learned to just increase the recipe by fifty percent to make it work for
me and my family (2 adults, 3 young kids).-I consider some of the dishes neither fast nor easy if
you're not utilized to cooking or just don't like to do it. I do!-Some of the quality recipes have already
been outright bland. Many of them I've had to zhuzh them up with extra herbal remedies and
spices. I actually prefer Without headaches over the older Whole30 cookbook. Many of the pre-trim
frozen veggies in my own local stores aren't compliant (they may contain non-compliant oils or non-
compliant veggies such as corn and peas). The recipes are not exactly fast as they rely greatly on
buying pre-cut new or frozen vegetables. Some are also difficult to find or really don't exist in a
normal grocery store. I cannot remember what recipe in here that I pointed out that for, but in a
salmon patty recipe in the another book it calls for canned lovely potatoes, which is almost
impossible to come across without added glucose. I produced the orange chicken last night and
because I acquired to cut up everything, it got me about 45 moments and the dish was just okay.
compliant mayonnaise;)-Good amount of 1 pan recipes-Most recipes are designed to be
comprehensive meals including a balance of protein and veggies-1st few pages recap the
programCons:-Few traditional breakfast dishes--this is usually when I really need it to be without
headaches!.there are one of the few Whole30 meals that are rather fast and easy). I actually think
the dishes in the Whole30: The 30 Day Guide to Total Health insurance and Food Independence
are way better. cooking natural oils and seasoning, etc) and the others is very easy. I used a gift
card to get this cookbook, therefore i don't regret getting it as presently there are about 10 recipes I
plan on attempting (the sheet pan recipes look really good), but I wouldn't pay out money for it. If
you love salads and asian motivated dishes, this might be an incredible cookbook. Additionally,
another 1/3 of the publication is asian inspired quality recipes and that is my weakest region as a
make. And. Not the cookbook for me..if you join Facebook Whole30 groups, people share excellent
online recipes.! This is a very nice cook book plus some interesting recipes." Who likes to cook and
eat yummy meals? An improved describing word will be 'basic' because the recipes are unfussy
and uncomplicated, however they still require plenty of chopping, prepping, and cooking food. Who
loves to make two different meals every evening (one for me, one for my kids)?After receiving the
book, I go through all the recipes, marked the ones We thought my kids want, and had my pickiest
eater (8 year-old son) look over the recipes I selected and pick the meals he thought looked good.
One of my biggest gripes with Whole30 and Paleo foods is how frustrating the cooking and
cleaning can be. Melissa Hartwig's "Entire30 Fast & Easy" can be proving itself to become an
excellent solution for all of us! I don't! I was very pleased that he chose 54 new recipes for us to try!
soups; Because I already had on hand many of the ingredients in the recipes we chose, I just spent



$35 for 6 nights of dinners (+1 nights leftovers) for us of 7. That's awesome and so far, EVERY
RECIPE I'VE MADE HAS BEEN SOOOOO DELICIOUS!! < Restaurant quality recipes Great recipes!
My children have been ready to try the new recipes since it wasn't simply me that picked them out
and they have also found them to become yum!I usually try about 5 recipes from a cookbook
before I actually constitute my mind on the subject of whether it's a keeper. That one happens to be
a keeper! Sooooo Delish! 121 Roasted Potato and Kale Hash with Eggs - Superb!p. I feel it kind of
steered aside from one of the cornerstones of Entire30 which is certainly to hear your body, not
focus on calories and restrictions.p. 139 Roasted Sausages with Potatoes & Cabbage - I doubled
the potatoes and roasted them on a separate baking pan compared to the sausages and
cabbage (perks of experiencing a double oven). This was surprisingly filling! My husband defeat me
to the left-overs the next day!p. 171 Green Chili Pork Stew - Super yum! All condiments can be
found on Amazon, Whole Foods and/or Thrive. In any other case, it's another gem! My hubby
remarked he felt as if he was eating just like a king! 160. Very satisfying! Next time I'll double the
recipe therefore we can have leftovers. 165 Hearty Chinese Egg Drop Soup - I was hesitant to
make this at first, nonetheless it turned out excellent! This is what I've made up to now:p. The spices
really work well on the potatoes and the eggs make it satisfying! So delish!! Must have been titled
"Whole30 Fast, Easy, &Tonight we will try the Thai Poultry Sweet-Potato-Noodle Bowls on p. 193
Italian Beef Soup - So, so good, but NOT food without breaks. I've given an A+ to all of those
quality recipes I've attempted and I am really looking towards making more "Fast & Easy" foods for
ALL my family! Melissa Hartwig's book must have been titled "Whole30 Fast, Easy, & The foodstuffs
I've made using this book have been super yum AND satisfying (which means NOT meals without
breaks)." I love all the Whole30 cookbooks I love all the Whole30 cookbooks. My favorite area of
the original Entire30 book was it's recommended pairings (make it a full meal) which made your
decisions about what to make certain things with easier. The Whole30 cookbook which are much
more limited in these suggestions which is the only thing I believe it lacks. I loved the left-overs!!
entrees; Awesome cookbook! The recipes are fast, easy, and delicious. Great recipes great
pictures Bought this book for my whole 30 adventure. Loved the dishes that I did so make.!p..
Sooooo Delish! It's just not for me or my children. Therefore many delicious recipes! I really like this
cookbook! There are therefore many great, healthy quality recipes. I still use it even though I’m no
longer on the Whole 30 plan. My husband is normally lactose intolerant and I have already been
able to expand our dinner menus using this cookbook. I love that you could now peruse recipes by
how they are ready(such as, one sheet wonders, or one pot plans). I've made several dishes since
purchasing it yesterday, all very easy and very tasty. If you are a experienced cook, you’ll have the
ability to replace some of the ingredients if you’re lacking one. Good variety but even more 'basic'
than 'fast and easy' Pros:-Full page photos of all dishes-Variety in proteins used (poultry breasts,
thighs, pork chops, pork tenderloin, ground pork, etc. The reserve contains exceptional salads -
some are based on leftovers (yay);3 Five Stars daughter loves this book Great cookbook! :) I come
up with a 30-day supper menu and purchased elements for the 1st week (which is arriving at and
end as I right this review). and aspect dishes in addition to some slow cooker recipes. You would
have to get a your hands on (or prepare) some Whole30 compliant condiments in the event that
you follow the diet (for example: coconut aminos rather than soy sauce; Also, I am not really a big
salad eater and about 1/4 of the reserve is salads (no real surprise there. I would have liked to have
seen more hearty dishes and crockpot type meals. My kids recommended I add carrots next time.
not fast simply by my wants _ avg one hour prep and cook the average prep and cook time are
close to an hour. not really fast or easy enough for me to do during the week. Good recipes, truly
without headaches: 15 Low-Carb quality recipes by Dana Carpenter and Cooking food with Trader



Joe's by Deana Gunn (good even though you don't have a TJ's close by). They are truly fast
enough to accomplish after work (as in commute and function gone 12 hours / time). Must read to
observe which are compliant, but many, most are fully compliant.
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